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There used to be an ad on subway cars, next to the ones for bail bondsmen and 
hemorrhoid creams, that said: "if u cn rd ths u cn gt a gd job & mo pa." The ad was 
promoting a kind of stenography training that is now extinct, presumably. Who uses 
stenographers anymore? But the notion that there might be value in easily understood 
shorthand has proved to be prescient. If u cn rd these days, and, just as important, if 
your thumbs are nimble enough so that u cn als snd, you can conduct your entire 
emotional life just by transmitting and receiving messages on the screen of your 
cellphone. You can flirt there, arrange a date, break up and -- in Malaysia at least -- even 
get a divorce. 

Shorthand contractions, along with letter-number homophones ("gr8" and "2moro," for 
example), emoticons (like the tiresome colon-and-parenthesis smiley face) and 
acronyms (like the ubiquitous "lol," for "laughing out loud"), constitute the language of 
text-messaging -- or txt msg, to use the term that txt msgrs prefer. Text-messaging is a 
refinement of computer instant-messaging, which came into vogue five or six years ago. 
But because the typical cellphone screen can accommodate no more than 160 
characters, and because the phone touchpad is far less versatile than the computer 
keyboard, text-messaging puts an even greater premium on concision. Here, for 
example, is a text-message version of "Paradise Lost" disseminated by some scholars in 
England: "Devl kikd outa hevn coz jelus of jesus&strts war. pd'off wiv god so corupts 
man (md by god) wiv apel. devl stays serpnt 4hole life&man ruind. Woe un2mnkind." 

As such messages go, that one is fairly straightforward and unadorned. There is also an 
entire code book of acronyms and abbreviations, ranging from CWOT (complete waste 
of time) to DLTBBB (don't let the bedbugs bite). And emoticonography has progressed 
way beyond the smiley-face stage, and now includes hieroglyphics to indicate drooling, 
for example ( :-) . . . ), as well as secrecy ( :X), Hitler ( /.#( ) and the rose (@$);-- ). Keep 
these in mind; we'll need them later. 

As with any language, efficiency isn't everything. There's also the issue of style. Among 
inventive users, and younger ones especially, text-messaging has taken on many of the 
characteristics of hip-hop, with so much of which it conveniently overlaps -- in the 
substitution of "z" for "s," for example, "a," for "er" and "d" for "th." Like hip-hop, text-
messaging is what the scholars call "performative"; it's writing that aspires to the 
condition of speech. And sometimes when it makes abundant use of emoticons, it strives 
not for clarity so much as a kind of rebus-like cleverness, in which showing off is part of 
the point. A text-message version of "Paradise Lost" -- or of the prologue, anyway -- that 
tries for a little more shnizzle might go like this: "Sing hvnly mewz dat on d :X mtntp 
inspyrd dat shephrd hu 1st tot d chozn seed in d begnin hw d hvn n erth @$);-- outa 
chaos." 

Not that there is much call for Miltonic messaging these days. To use the scholarly 
jargon again, text-messaging is "lateral" rather than "penetrative," and the medium 
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encourages blandness and even mindlessness. On the Internet there are several Web 
sites that function as virtual Hallmark stores and offer ready-made text messages of 
breathtaking banality. There are even ready-made Dear John letters, enabling you to 
dump someone without actually speaking to him or her. Far from being considered 
rude, in Britain this has proved to be a particularly popular way of ending a relationship 
-- a little more thoughtful than leaving an e-mail message but not nearly as messy as 
breaking up in person -- and it's also catching on over here. 

Compared with the rest of the world, Americans are actually laggards when it comes to 
text-messaging. This is partly for technical reasons. Because we don't have a single, 
national phone company, there are several competing and incompatible wireless 
technologies in use, and at the same time actual voice calls are far cheaper here than in 
most places, so there is less incentive for texting. But in many developing countries, 
mobile-phone technology has so far outstripped land-line availability that cellphones 
are the preferred, and sometimes the only, means of communication, and text messages 
are cheaper than voice ones. The most avid text-messagers are clustered in Southeast 
Asia, particularly in Singapore and the Philippines. 

There are also cultural reasons for the spread of text-messaging elsewhere. The Chinese 
language is particularly well-suited to the telephone keypad, because in Mandarin the 
names of the numbers are also close to the sounds of certain words; to say "I love you," 
for example, all you have to do is press 520. (For "drop dead," it's 748.) In China, 
moreover, many people believe that to leave voice mail is rude, and it's a loss of face to 
make a call to someone important and have it answered by an underling. Text messages 
preserve everyone's dignity by eliminating the human voice. 

This may be the universal attraction of text-messaging, in fact: it's a kind of avoidance 
mechanism that preserves the feeling of communication -- the immediacy -- without, for 
the most part, the burden of actual intimacy or substance. The great majority of text 
messages are of the "Hey, how are you, whassup?" variety, and they're sent sometimes 
when messenger and recipient are within speaking distance of each other -- across 
classrooms, say, or from one row of a stadium to another. They're little electronic waves 
and nods that, just like real waves and nods, aren't meant to do much more than 
establish a connection -- or disconnection, as the case may be -- without getting into 
specifics. 

"We're all wired together" is the collective message, and we'll signal again in a couple of 
minutes, not to say anything, probably, but just to make sure the lines are still working. 
The most depressing thing about the communications revolution is that when at last we 
have succeeded in making it possible for anyone to reach anyone else anywhere and at 
any time, it turns out that we really don't have much we want to say. 

THE WAY WE LIVE NOW: 1-22-06 Charles McGrath, a writer at large for The Times, 
writes regularly for the magazine. 
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